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Latest News

AGM 2021-2023 – Summary
June 6, 2023

This is our first AGM post Covid. Face to face committee meetings resumed last year and the committee continues promoting the conservation of Southgate Green. 




 [Read More…] about AGM 2021-2023 – Summary
The Rise and Fall of The Dukes of Chandos
June 6, 2023

This talk sets out some of the historical background to the Dukes of Chandos and their connection with Southgate. The first Duke of Chandos lived at Canons Park in Little Stanmore. The second Duke had to dispose of Canons Park to settle debts and the third Duke married into Southgate money and the Minchenden Estate. The third Duke’s daughter was betrothed aged six in a classic arranged marriage and contracted aged 14 to the first Duke of Buckingham and Chandos.




 [Read More…] about The Rise and Fall of The Dukes of Chandos
[image: poster for Southgate Green Association AGM talk]The historic families of Southgate – 20 May 2023
April 24, 2023

Southgate Green Association Presents:
A fascinating talk on the rise and fall of the Dukes of Chandos from Southgate to Stanmore
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Current Consultations – April 2023
April 24, 2023

Here are some current Consultations you may wish to comment on:
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SGA Concerns

Trees
Many of the young trees that were planted last year are under stress due to lack of water. If there is a young tree near your property, please would you throw a can of water over it from time to time.
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